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IERB (Injectionable Environmental Road Bike).

The IERB that has been designed, is to show that metal bike wont be
needed anymore, becuse there is the new EARA of the Plasitc Bikes.
 
The bike can be created out of recyclable plastics that can function and work just as well 
as a normal bike without the heavy costs. 

This Bike can be made using the recyclabe bottles and other Plastics that are thrown on 
a daily bases. 

What It Provides.
 
This bike allow the user to have 
the same luxury of a bike that 
rides just as smooth as any other, 
but has something that makes it 
Unique.
 
The bike is completly recyclable, 
Up to 98 Percent of the bike can 
be injection moulded and 
produced.

It will allow the world we live in, to be greener 
and could offer every one a chance to get a bike 
for FREE if they recycle 1000 plastic Bottles.

Now becuse this bike is based 
around being 
environmently friendly, the bike is 
also CO2 Friendly when it comes 
to producing the product,
Due to the Product being made 
from Recyclable
Plastic’s, not Metals.

Because the bike will be 
environmently  friendly, it can 
promote 
recycling to every one around 
the world.
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